After little innovation
for 30 years...

• Dimples created during
media production used to
separate filter media

• Corrugated aluminum
foil used to separate
filter media.

• Hot melt threads used
to separate filter media
• Pleat height and spacing
remain limited

• Textile threads drenched
in cold adhesive used to
separate filter media
• Limited pleat height and
spacing

Thermal
embossing
technologies
engineered by
Dr. H.-J. Lippold

• Pleat spacing
limited by
embossing
characteristics
of the glass
fiber filter
media

• Wider pleat spacings
achieved by additional
hot melt threads
applied to the dimples
• Only glass fiber
filter media

• Patented proprietary
dimple geometry, together
with new synthetic and
glass fiber filter media,
enables even wider pleat
spacing with unsurpassed
mechanical filter strength
• Passes UL 900 test
standard

is set to change...
everything

We achieve
Lower Pressure Drop

Using Less Media

at even higher
Dust Holding Capacity

Combining to achieve a
revolution in significant savings

efficiency: 60-65%
air flow: 2000 cfm
size: 24”x24”x4”

Offers you the
flexibility to
manufacture
whatever
benefit your
customers
require

“I want
the
cheapest
filter”

“I want
the lowest
pressure
drop”

“I want
the
highest
dust
holding
capacity”

or any combination

...and selected
state-of-the-art...

speed up to 100 linear
feet per minute

computerized automated
controls

lpd thermal embossed filters
can be produced. Today
100 foot long machine

filters up to 12” depth

...we knew
success would
lie in the details.

Details, details, details...

When we began
developing this
technology...

We crafted each
section of the
machine with
precision...

adjustable hot melt foam
quantity / application profile

...resulting in...

low labor requirements

...computerized
controls...

minimal material waste

synthetic or glass fiber media

short tooling change out time

...complete control
over filter
production...

...and a safe,
efficient filter
manufacturing
system.

A better,
lower cost filter
lpd Technology uses
Both synthetic and glass
fiber filter media

Minipleat Technology

lpd Technology allows
Wider pleat spacing

Separator Technology

lpd Technology results
In unsurpassed mechanical
strength

lpd Technology can produce
Pleat depths in excess of 12”

= HIGHER pressure drop

- Narrower air exits out of pleats

- Narrower pleat openings

Parallel pleat geometry

= HIGHER dust holding capacity

= LOWER pressure drop

+ Wider air exits out of pleats

+ Wider pleat openings

V-shape pleat geometry

lpd Technology facilitates
Easy application and control
of hot melt adhesive

= LOWER dust holding capacity

We believe that
technology innovation

Europe /
Africa
4.4%

Asia
10.0%

Annual Growth: Glass fiber and Synthetic media filters
1999-2003

For the last 30 years, the air filtration
business has showed all the typical signs
of a mature market: highly segmented,
slow growth, little innovation and a
substantial number of ‘me too’ products.

globalization

Americas
5.6%

and emerging market
opportunities
Today, growing concerns about disease and
environmental pollutants, a shift to gas turbine power
generation, an increase in new highly specialized
applications, together with a 10% annual growth in
the Asian market are some of the major fundamental
trends that are set to shake up our industry.

are combining to cause
major changes

How companies move to integrate
our new technology and embrace
these rapidly changing market
opportunities will define the
structure of the air filtration
industry for the next decade.

in all aspects
of air filtration

Impact on the filter market:

• Manufacturing

• Distribution

• Media suppliers

• End-users

Wonder what happened

Watch it happen

Make it happen

As a developer of new and innovative
technologies, we face three simple options:

1
2
3

redefining the shape of our
industry

We realize that to maximize the scale and scope of our
proprietary and patented innovation, we will need to work
closely with end-users, media suppliers and manufacturers to:

1. Integrate and optimize the lpd technology
with new medias.

2. Actively build a network of partnerships and
strategic alliances with the strongest most
forward-looking companies in the world.

3. Accelerate innovation and continue improvement
in all aspects of filter manufacturing.

Building the winning team
With many years of collective experience in working, designing,
manufacturing, marketing and selling air filters on more than
three continents, we know our business.

Europe: Berlin, Germany
Latin America: Caracas,Venezuela

Tel: +1 (954) 977 5220
Fax: +1 (954) 977 9695
Email: info@lpdtechnologies.com
www.lpdtechnologies.com

2280 North West 30th Place
Pompano Beach
Florida 33069, USA

USA

Partnerships and strategic alliances
We also know that to
succeed, we need to
create win-win
relationships with the
right partners, people
who share our
revolutionary vision.

To those people, we
invite you to call us
to discuss how we can
work together to
Make It Happen!

Statements made as to the performance of the machinery
and/or the product are not warranties of any kind.

A whole new generation
of air filters...

...that is set to
revolutionize
the market

